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Abstract—Biologically inspired episodic memory is able to
store time sequential events, and to recall all of them from partial
information. Because of the advantages of episodic memory, the
biological concepts of episodic memory have been utilized to
many applications. In this research, we propose a new memory
model, called Deep ART (Adaptive Resonance Theory), to make
a robust memory system for learning episodic memory. Deep
ART has an attribute ﬁeld in the bottom layer, which is newly
designed to get semantic information of inputs. After encoding
all inputs with their features, events are categorized in the
event ﬁeld using speciﬁed inputs. Since an episode is made of a
temporal sequence of events, Deep ART makes event sequences
with proposed sequence encoding and decoding processes. They
can encode any temporal sequence of events, even if there are
duplicated events in the episode. Moreover, based on the result
of the analysis of retrieval error, Deep ART does not use the
complement coding for partial inputs to enhance the accuracy
of episode retrieval from partial cues. The simulation results
demonstrate the effectiveness of Deep ART as the long term
memory.

I. I NTRODUCTION

overcome this problem, we do not consider the complement
coding in the retrieval process of Deep ART. It makes Deep
ART robust to partial inputs when it recalls an episode.
The effectiveness of Deep ART is demonstrated using the
simulation results with comparisons between our proposed
Deep ART model and EM-ART memory model.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
proposed Deep ART memory model with detailed descriptions
about each process. Section III shows the simulation results
along with discussions to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed model. Finally, Section IV presents conclusion.
II. D EEP ART
Proposed Deep ART is the unsupervised neural network to
learn and recall the episodic memory. To memorize semantic
information of inputs, we design the attribute ﬁeld that gets
inputs with their characteristics. It makes Deep ART model
represent events more concretely.
Since an episode is a temporal sequence of events, encoding
the temporal sequence of events is important for learning
episodic memory. Previous models [7], [10], [14] for memorizing episodes have a limitation in making a sequence of events,
when episodes have duplicated events. Deep ART can encode
temporal sequences of events robustly with its new encoding
process, which records the time order of each event in an
episode, even if there are duplicated events in the episode. It
makes Deep ART more suitable to learn temporal sequences
of events than other models. Moreover, this new encoding
process enables Deep ART to have a deeper structure than
previous models because it can memorize temporal sequences
of inputs without errors. Generally, when a neural model has
a deep structure, higher layers discern more general features
than lower layers. In this regard, Deep ART can be adopted
as the learning model of episodes and also higher levels, such
as daily activity pattern.
Humans can recall their personal episodes when they see
just a part of episodes, or simply they see an object related with
episodes [4]. Like humans’ episodic memory, Deep ART can
also retrieve a proper episode from partial cues. In the previous
research [14], there is a description about the condition that
the retrieval error occurs in EM-ART model. But, proposed
Deep ART is able to recall whole temporal sequences of events
properly without any limitation, with its different retrieval
process. Therefore, Deep ART can recall episodes from partial
cues robustly as the humans’ memory system.
The overall architecture of Deep ART is shown in Fig. 1.
As in the ﬁgure, Deep ART gets inputs from the bottom layer,
which is called the attribute ﬁeld F1 , and the upper layers of
Deep ART encode events, episodes, and daily episode patterns.
The structure of Deep ART in Fig. 1 can be extended to higher
layers for memorizing weekly or monthly episode patterns. In
this research, we use the structure having layers up to F4 to
learn episodic memory. The details of episode learning and
retrieval processes in Deep ART are described below.

A. Input Encoding
In this paper, an event is represented as a verb clause.
The verb clause is composed of an action, objects, and other
modiﬁers for specifying the meaning. Therefore, to encode
events concretely in Deep ART memory, we adopt a new ﬁeld,
called attribute ﬁeld, that can encode inputs with their features.
As in Fig. 1, Deep ART has several input channels F2n for
specifying events, and the nth input channel also has various
attribute channels n F1k that get the input vectors. The basic
structure of the attribute ﬁeld is the same as that of fusion
ART [15]. Fig. 2 shows the nth input channel with its attribute
channels. The input encoding process is described below:
1) Complement coding: An attributechannel n F1k in the at
tribute ﬁeld gets an input vector n Ik = n I1k , n I2k , . . . , n Iak ,
where a is the number of all elements in the input vector. For
the purpose of input normalization in the encoding process
[16], the complement coding process makes the complement
of input vector n Īk and the activity vector n xk as follows:
Ī = 1 − n Ik ,


n k
x = n Ik , n Īk .
n k

(1)

2) Code activation: Using the activity vector n xk , the j th
input node in the input channel F2n is activated by the choice
function:
n l n l 
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 x ∧ w 

j
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γ n k n l 
α
+
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j
l=1
where n γ l is a contribution parameter, n wjl is a weight vector
of the j th input, n αk is a choice parameter. Here, n αk and
n l
γ are user-deﬁned parameters. The fuzzy AND operator ∧ is
deﬁned by(p ∧ q)i ≡ min(pi , qi ), and the norm |.| is deﬁned
by |p| ≡ i pi for vectors p and q.
3) Code competition: Among all nodes in the nth input
channel, the J th input node that has the largest activation value
is selected as follows:
n

TJ = max {n Tj : for all F2n node j} .

(3)

It is a process for selecting the most similar node among
already learned nodes.
4) Template matching: The selected J th node is checked
whether it is resonant or not. It is the criteria of determining
the weight update. The resonance n mkJ is calculated by the
following equation:
n k n k 
 x ∧ w 
J
n k
mJ =
(4)
≥ n ρk
|n x k |
where n ρk is a vigilance parameter. If any node is not resonant,
an uncommitted node is generated and all elements of the
initial weight vector for the node is set to one.
5) Template learning: If the selected node is resonant, the
weight vector is updated by the following update rule:
n

k(new)

wJ

k(old)

= (1 − n β k )n wJ

k(old)

+ n β k ( n x k ∧ n wJ

) (5)

where β is a learning rate, and this parameter determines the
speed of weight convergence. From the above processes, all
n k
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Fig. 1. Deep ART architecture. The attribute ﬁeld F1 gets inputs to encode inputs with their features in the input ﬁeld F2 . In the event ﬁeld F3 , it makes a
time sequence of events using three channels, which are input, buffer, and output channels. The upper layers than the event ﬁeld F3 have the same structure
with it to encode episodes or daily patterns.
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Fig. 2. The nth input channel of Deep ART architecture. It has several
attribute channels for representing an input speciﬁcally.

inputs with their characteristics are categorized in each input
channel of the input ﬁeld F2 .
B. Event Learning
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To encode events using all inputs in the input ﬁeld F2 , one
more fusion ART network is used for the next layer. It is
called the event ﬁeld F3 in Fig. 1. The overall process of
encoding events is the same as the process of encoding inputs.
All learned events are memorized in the input channel i F3 in
the event ﬁeld F3 .
C. Episode Learning
The episode learning process comprises two steps: encoding
a sequence of events, and encoding an episode using the event
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sequence. The overall process of learning episodes is described
below:
1) Time encoding process: In this research, a new sequence
encoding technique is proposed for episode learning. Fig. 3
shows the time encoding process of sequential events in the
event ﬁeld F3 . The event ﬁeld F3 has two more channels
with the existing input channel, which are buffer and output
channels. When an input event comes to the input channel i F3 ,
the output vector o yn in the output channel o F3 is calculated
by the weighted sum of input and buffer vectors as follows:

where i xn and b xn are input and buffer vectors, and i w, b w,
and o w are weights for input, buffer, and output vectors. These
weights are larger than zero. In the process, o y0 is initialized
as a zero vector, and weights i w, b w, and o w are set to one,
two, and one. Note that a buffer vector temporally saves a
previous output vector multiplied by the output weight o w.
When a new input event comes to the input channel, the output
vector gets the information of the previous sequence from the
buffer channel, and encodes a new sequence of events with
consideration of a new input event, based on the previous
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Fig. 3. The encoding process of an event sequence. This ﬁgure is for the case that the nth event comes to the input channel i F3 .

sequence. Using (6), the output vector o yn ﬁnally memorizes
a whole temporal sequence of input events.
2) Sequence normalization: After calculating the event sequence, the output vector o yn needs to be normalized before it
is to be a new input for the next layer. To normalize the output
vector, the maximum element of this vector is selected and
the positional number of it is identiﬁed. Then the normalized
output vector o ȳn is calculated by the vector o yn divided by
the positional number. If the maximum element is used to
normalize the output vector, some elements can be irrational
numbers. Since it is hard to convert these elements into
the original values, the maximum positional number is used
to normalize the output vector with preserving the rational
characteristic of the vector.
3) Episode encoding: To encode an episode in the episode
ﬁeld F4 , the normalized output vector o ȳn is used as a new
input. The structure of episode encoding is the same as that of
fusion ART. Eventually, all learned episodes are categorized
in the episode ﬁeld F4 . Furthermore, Deep ART has an
extendability because of the proposed encoding process with
a deep structure. Therefore, Deep ART is able to memorize
high-level features such as daily episode pattern and weekly
episode pattern, using the proposed encoding process.

should be de-normalized ﬁrst. For the de-normalization, the
maximum positional number among all elements in the vector
is identiﬁed. Then, o y is the vector o ȳ multiplied by the
positional number. It is the opposite process of the sequence
normalization done in the encoding process.
3) Time decoding process: The retrieved output vector o y
is converted into bit sequences. Then, the buffer channel gets
the vector having bit sequences. To decode each event from the
sequence, each node of the buffer channel gives one element
to the input node, one at a time. Because of the winner-take-all
strategy, the decoded input vector i x has a zero vector except
for just one element that has the value one.
4) Event retrieval: From each input vector i x, the node
that has the value one is selected and retrieved by the same
rule as (7). Input channels in the input ﬁeld F2 are substituted
by learned weights between the event ﬁeld and the input ﬁeld.
Finally, attribute inputs can be recalled using the same process
above. This process is recursively performed from the top layer
to the bottom layer to retrieve the whole temporal sequences
of events.

D. Episode Retrieval

According to the paper [14], the retrieval error from partial
cues may be occurred by a complement of an input vector.
To overcome this limitation, Deep ART does not use the
complement coding process in the retrieval process to remove
the effect of the complement vector for input cues for reducing
retrieval errors. For analyzing the effect of the complement
coding to the retrieval errors, consider that an event related
with the j th episode and unrelated with the ith one comes
to the attribute ﬁeld. For simplicity, α ≈ 0. Then, the choice
function (2) for the j th episode becomes:

After learning episodes in the episode ﬁeld F4 , Deep ART
memory can retrieve a speciﬁc episode. Fig. 4 shows the
retrieval process for the J th episode. The retrieval process
is composed of the following four steps.
1) Episode retrieval from the episode ﬁeld: A key idea for
retrieving learned episodes is that an input vector is substituted
by a learned weight vector. From (5), as the learning iteration
increases, the learned weight vector converges to the input
vector. It can be used for recalling input vectors using weight
vectors. Therefore, the normalized output vector is retrieved
by the weight vector connecting between the episode ﬁeld and
the event ﬁeld, as follows:
o

ȳ = J w3 .

(7)

2) Sequence de-normalization: In case of the decoding
process of event sequences, the retrieved output vector o ȳ

E. Robust episode retrieval from partial cues

Tj =

|x ∧ wj |
.
|wj |

(8)

Since the number of channels from the input ﬁeld is one, it is
for the single channel and γ = 1. In case of the denominator
of (8), the weight vector converges to the input vector, as
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Fig. 4. The episode retrieval process for the J th episode. This ﬁgure shows the overall retrieval process.

the iterations increase. Therefore, the norm of the j th weight
vector is

Tj − Ti =

|wj |  |xj |
=

Nj

n=1
Nj

=



Inj +

Nj




j

n=1

(9)

(1) + (N − Nj )

n=1

where Inj is the nth element of xj , Nj is the number of events
of the j th episode, and N is the number of events of all learned
episodes. It means the norm of learned weight vector is always
constant. To check the effect of complement coding, we adopt
two parameters: η1 for the original input vector I, and η2 for
its complement Ī. Then, the ith and the j th episodes’ choice
functions are
|x ∧ wi |
|wi |
Ni

(1 − Ini ) + (N − Ni − 1) /N,
= η2

Ti =

(10)

n=1

|x ∧ wj |
|wj |
= (η1 + η2 )Ipj /N
⎞
⎛
Nj

(1 − Inj ) + (N − Nj − 1)⎠ /N
+ η2 ⎝

|x ∧ wj | |x ∧ wi |
−
|w |
|wi |
⎛ j
⎛

= ⎝(η1 + η2 )Ipj − η2 ⎝

1 − In + (N − Nj )

=N

Tj =

(11)

n=1

Nj


n=1

Inj −

Ni


⎞⎞
Ini ⎠⎠ /N.

n=1

(12)
This equation should be positive, because the input event is
only related with j th episode. If (12) is negative, the ith
episode will be retrieved and it makes a retrieval error. To
derive the values of η1 and η2 from the above equation for the
purpose of removing the retrieval error, assume that Nj goes
to inﬁnite and Ni goes to one for the extreme case. Since Ipj ,
Inj and Ini can have the value one for their maximum values,
we get
⎛
⎛
⎞⎞
Nj

Inj ⎠⎠ /N
Tj − Ti = ⎝(η1 + η2 )Ipj − η2 ⎝
n=Ni
(13)
 ((η1 + η2 ) − η2 · ∞) /N
= (η1 + η2 (1 − ∞)) /N.
To make the above equation positive for all cases, η2 should
be zero.
In summary, the complement coding is needed to normalize
input vectors in the category learning process, but it can
make retrieval errors from partial cues in the retrieval process.
Therefore, Deep ART uses the complement coding in the
encoding process only, and it does not use complements for
partial inputs in the retrieval process. The simulation results
will demonstrate this analysis in the following section.
III. S IMULATION R ESULTS

where p ∈ [1, Nj ] denotes the order of a selected event, Ni is
the number of events of the ith episode, and Nj > Ni . Then

5178

the difference between Ti and Tj is as follows:

To evaluate the performance of our memory model, the
recent memory model, EM-ART, was simulated together with
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A. Retrieving episodes that have duplicated events
After learning all episodes for both memory models, each
model retrieved all episodes using full-length sequencial events
for the inputs. Both models could retrieve “wipe a table” and
“prepare juice and cereal” properly because these episodes
did not have any same duplicated events. However, in case
of “cook an instant pizza”, there were duplicated events
such as “open the microwave” and “close the microwave”.
The retrieved results were listed in Table I. From the table,
EM-ART could not retrieve all sequential events properly,
particularly in orders of duplicated events. In case of Deep
ART, all sequential events were retrieved completely. It was
important to memorize episodes that had the same events
because episodes could include repeated same events in many
practical cases. Furthermore, EM-ART did not have the attribute ﬁeld, the model could not memorize attributes for
inputs. In this paper, we made input groups that were used for
EM-ART’s inputs, such as “instant pizza”, “on plate”, and so
on. Deep ART could distinguish various states of an object,
using the attribute ﬁeld automatically. Also, Deep ART model
could recall associated words or objects from partial states of
inputs.
B. Episode retrieval from partial cues
The retrieval error occurred when there were episodes that
had different lengths of event sequences. Since all learned
episodes in this paper had different sequences, retrieval error
rates between EM-ART and Deep ART could be compared to

TABLE I
E PISODE R ETRIEVAL R ESULTS : C OOK AN INSTANT PIZZA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sequential events retrieved by each model
EM-ART
Deep ART
• Put instant pizza on plate
Put instant pizza on plate
• Grasp plate
Grasp plate
• Approach microwave
Approach microwave
• Open microwave
Put plate on microwave
• Put plate on microwave
Push button on microwave
• Close microwave
Open microwave
• Push button on microwave
Take out plate from microwave • Open microwave
Close microwave
• Take out plate from microwave
Move plate on table
• Close microwave
• Move plate on table

check the retrieval performances. In fact, as you can see in
the episode lists above, the situation that each episode has a
different sequence is quite common. Therefore, this simulation
was valuable to determine whether the memory model could
be adopted or not for real applications robustly.
In (13), the retrieval error occurred more easily when the
difference between the shortest event sequence (e.g. Ni ) and
the longest event sequence (e.g. Nj ) was large. Therefore, to
evaluate the accuracy of the episode retrieval from partial cues,
we made partial inputs using the episode that has the longest
sequence of events. Since the length of the longest sequence
of events is ﬁfteen, the combination of all partial inputs is
215 − 1 = 32767. The shortest sequence of events was set
from one to eight. The comparison results of retrieval error
rates (%) for two memory models were shown in Fig. 5 and
Table II.


5HWULHYDOHUURUUDWH 

Deep ART for comparisons. In this paper, we simulated three
episodes: 1) wipe a table; 2) prepare juice and cereal; and 3)
cook a frozen pizza. All lists of episodes and sequential events
are written below:
• Wipe a table: Approach a washcloth on a table, Grasp
the washcloth, Wipe the table with the washcloth, Release
the washcloth on the table
• Prepare juice and cereal: Approach a juice bottle on a
table, Grasp the juice bottle, Move the juice bottle to
a cup, Tilt the juice bottle to the cup, Release the juice
bottle on the table, Approach a milkbox on a table, Grasp
the milkbox, Move the milkbox to a bowl, Tilt the milkbox
to the bowl, Release the milkbox on the table, Approach
a cereal on the table, Grasp the cereal, Move the cereal
to the bowl, Tilt the cereal to the bowl, Release the cereal
on the table
• Cook an instant pizza: Put an instant pizza on a plate,
Grasp the plate, Approach a microwave, Open the microwave, Put the plate on the microwave, Close the
microwave, Push a button on the microwave, Open the
microwave, Take out the plate from the microwave, Close
the microwave, Move the plate on a table
Since all these episodes had events that contained the relations
or modiﬁers for objects and the number of sequential events
were different from each other, the above three episodes were
suitable to show the performances of Deep ART about the
attribute ﬁeld and the episode retrieval process.

(0$57
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Fig. 5. The retrieval error rates (%) of two models according to the smallest
number of events among learned episodes.

As expected, the retrieval error occurred in EM-ART, when
the numbers of sequential events of individual episodes were
different. Moreover, the retrieval error rate exponentially decreased as the smallest number of events increased. However,
Deep ART was not inﬂuenced by the difference of sequential
events. It demonstrates the effectiveness of our analysis based
on (13).
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TABLE II
DATA OF THE RETRIEVAL ERROR RATES (%) OF TWO MODELS ACCORDING
TO THE SMALLEST NUMBER OF EVENTS .
7KHVPDOOHVW
QXPEHURIHYHQWV
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IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new memory model, called
Deep ART neural model, for learning biologically inspired
episodic memory. It was based on unsupervised neural network
to categorize events and episodes from inputs automatically.
Since it could increase the number of nodes for each channel
adaptively, it was suitable for incremental learning, like the
human’s memory system. Deep ART had the attribute ﬁeld
in the bottom layer which could memorize inputs with their
attributes together. The attribute ﬁeld helped Deep ART to
encode states of inputs, and to represent events concretely.
Newly proposed sequence encoding and decoding processes
were presented for Deep ART. The main idea of encoding
and decoding processes was that our Deep ART focused on
remembering the sequences of individual events, unlike other
existing models that tried to memorize the relations between
sequential events. The proposed processes were powerful when
the same event was duplicated in an episode. Eventually,
Deep ART could be extended for a deeper structure without
encoding and retrieval errors.
Deep ART was robust to partial cues when it retrieved a
relevant episode from partial inputs. The complement coding
could affect the retrieval error rates, so that previous models
could not cope with all partial inputs well. Deep ART was
able to retrieve a proper event sequence from partial cues
because it ignored the complements in the retrieval process.
The effectiveness of Deep ART was demonstrated through
simulation results for three episodes.
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